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Abstract 
 
The effect of Zn substitution in the CuO2 plane on the superconducting transition temperature, 
Tc, was studied for the La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 and YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ compounds over a wide 
range of hole concentration, p, and Zn content (y). Zn induced rate of suppression of Tc, 
dTc(p)/dy, was found to be strongly p-dependent and showed a monotonic variation with p, 
except in the vicinity of p ∼ 0.125, i.e., near the so-called 1/8th  anomaly where the 
charge/spin stripe correlations are at their strongest in hole doped cuprates. The magnitude of 
dTc(p)/dy decreased significantly around this hole concentration implying that Zn suddenly 
became less effective in degrading Tc near the 1/8th anomaly for La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4. The same 
feature, somewhat at a reduced scale, was also observed for YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ compounds. 
This is counterintuitive since static stripe order itself degrades superconducting order. We 
have discussed the possible scenarios that can give rise to such a non-monotonic dTc(p)/dy 
near p ~ 0.125.  We have also looked at the p-dependent characteristic pseudogap energy 
scale, εg(p), which shows a nearly linear decrease with increasing p without any noticeable 
feature at p ~ 0.125. Moreover, there is no significant effect of Zn content on the value of 
εg(p). All these observations are indicative of a complex and possibly competing interplay 
among the superconducting, pseudogap, and stripe correlations in the hole doped cuprates. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Ever since the discovery of high-Tc cuprates, there has been intense debate on the question of 
how the parent Mott antiferromagnetic (AFM) insulator transforms itself in to a high-Tc 
superconductor upon carrier doping but the answer remains unclear, till date. The situation is 
complicated because these remarkable materials exhibit various normal state correlations 
(which may well exist in the superconducting state) as the number of added holes, p, in the 
CuO2 plane is varied. Besides superconductivity itself, the most extensively studied 
phenomena are undoubtedly the pseudogap (PG) and the charge/spin stripe states [1 – 5]. The 
relevance of these correlations to the emergence of superconductivity is a matter of extensive 
study and no clear picture has emerged so far. It is generally thought that understanding of 
these normal state correlations will unlock the mystery of high-Tc superconductivity in 
cuprates. 
 The PG is detected experimentally in the T-p phase diagram over a certain range of hole 
content, extending from the underdoped (UD) to the slightly overdoped (OD) regions. In the 
PG region a number of non-Fermi-liquid like features are observed both in normal and 
superconducting (SC) states where contrary to one of the central tenants of the Landau quasi-
particle (QP) picture, low-energy excitations are gapped along certain directions of the 
Brillouin zone while Fermi arcs survive in other directions [1 – 3]. Existing proposals to 
explain the origin and the p-dependence of the PG could be broadly classified into two 
groups. One is based on the preformed pairing scenario, where PG arises from strong 
fluctuations of superconducting origin in the strong coupling regime for systems with low 
dimensionality (high structural and physical anisotropy) and low superfluid density [4]. In the 
second scenario, PG is attributed to some correlations of non-SC origin. Here PG is thought to 
coexist and, in fact, often competes with superconductivity [1]. Considerable debate has 
ensued as to the nature of the PG and no consensus has been reached [1 – 4]. On the other 
hand, the static spin/charge stripe correlations are only observed in the UD cuprates in the 
vicinity of p ~ 0.125 (the so-called 1/8th anomaly) [5, 6], although dynamical (fluctuating) 
stripe correlations are believed to exist over a much wider doping range, especially in the 
La214 compounds [6, 7]. Incommensurate low-energy spin fluctuations, generally interpreted 
as precursor to stripe correlations, are also observed in Y123 and Bi2212 [6 – 8]. Therefore, 
there is reason to believe that stripe ordering is a generic feature of hole doped cuprate 
superconductors. Stripe phase probably forms in doped Mott insulators as a compromise 
between the AFM ordering among the Cu spins and strong Coulomb interaction between the 
electrons (both favoring localization) and the kinetic energy of the mobile charge carriers 
(leading to delocalization). Broadly speaking, stripe phase can be viewed as spontaneously 
separated ordered states of charge-rich (high kinetic energy) and charge-poor 
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(antiferromagnetically correlated) regions throughout the compound. Stripes can be both one-
dimensional (1D) [6] and two-dimensional (2D) [9] in nature. It is somewhat agreed that 
static stripe order is detrimental to superconductivity [10], but the possible influence of 
fluctuating stripe order on superconductivity is a matter of significant interest [11 – 13]. Some 
of the theoretical models link the origins of both superconductivity and PG to the stripe 
correlations [11 – 13]. A proper understanding of the nature of the interplay among the SC, 
PG, and stripe correlations are therefore essential to construct a coherent theoretical picture 
explaining the normal and superconducting states of hole doped cuprates.  
 The study of the effects of controlled in-plane disorder on the various electronic 
correlations in cuprates has the potential to yield valuable information regarding their nature 
and possible interrelations. In a previous paper, we have reported some of the experimental 
features of the p-dependent dTc/dy for La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 only [14]. In this paper we have 
presented new results of the hole content dependence of the rate of suppression of Tc due to 
Zn substitution in YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ together with those obtained for La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 
[14] earlier. The observed p dependences of Tc, εg, and dTc/dy point towards a scenario where 
both PG and stripe correlations are not directly related to fluctuation superconductivity. The 
strong stripe ordering in the vicinity of the 1/8th anomaly affects the rate of suppression of Tc 
in a non-trivial fashion but appears to have a minimal effect on εg(p). 
 
2. Experimental samples and measurements 
 
A large number of polycrystalline sintered single-phase samples of La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 and 
YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ were synthesized by solid-state reaction method using high-purity (> 
99.99%) powders. We have also used a number of high-quality crystalline c-axis oriented thin 
films of YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ grown on SrTiO3 substrates by the method of pulsed laser 
deposition (PLD). In this paper we have used La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 samples with the following 
compositions (where, x = p):   0.08 (Zn-free only), 0.09, 0.10, 0.11, 0.12, 0.14, 0.15, 0.17 (Zn-
free only), 0.19, 0.22, 0.27 (Zn-free only) and y = 0.0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.024. The 
density of these sintered samples lied within the range from 5.6 gm/cm3 to 6.1 gm/cm3. The 
hole content of the Zn-substituted Y123 compounds were varied by oxygen annealing at 
different temperatures and gas pressures. The Y123 compounds were grown with 
compositions of y = 0.0, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04. All these samples were characterized by x-ray 
diffraction (XRD) and room-temperature thermopower (S[290K]). Tc for sintered La2-xSrxCu1-
yZnyO4 and    YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ compounds were determined from low-field (H = 1 Oe, f = 
333.33 Hz) AC susceptibility (ACS) and resistivity, ρ(T), measurements. For the epitaxial thin 
films of YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ, Tc was determined from the in-plane resistivity, ρab(T), 
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measurements only. The details of sample preparation and characterization can be found 
elsewhere [15 – 17].  
ACS was measured, using a commercial Lake Shore Cryotronics Model 7000 AC 
susceptometer, both on bar shaped sintered compound (with magnetic field applied along the 
longest dimension) and on powder. The AC susceptometer was calibrated using a Pb sphere. 
When completely diamagnetic, such a sphere yields a signal of 23.9 μV/mm3 (with H = 1 Oe, 
f = 333.33 Hz). Most of the samples used in this study exhibited sharp SC transitions (ΔTc < 
0.5 K). Transition widths increase somewhat for the heavily Zn substituted compounds. ACS 
results for some of the sintered La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 compounds are shown in Figs. 1. Tc was 
determined keeping the resolution of the susceptometer and the effect of Gaussian fluctuation 
diamagnetism in mind as follows: a straight line was drawn at the steepest part near the onset 
of the diamagnetic ACS curve (where the magnitude of the ACS signal does not exceed a few 
microvolts, this follows from the estimated orders of magnitude of the contribution to the 
ACS originating from diamagnetic fluctuations just above Tc for La214 and Y123 [18]), and 
another one was drawn as the T-independent base line associated with negligibly small 
normal state signal. The intercept of the two lines gave Tc. A typical example is shown in Fig. 
2. This procedure yields almost identical (~ 1 K higher for the powdered compounds) values 
of Tc both for sintered and powdered samples. Resistively, Tc was taken as the average of the 
zero-resistivity temperature obtained from both the cooling and warming runs. Resistivity was 
measured using the four-terminal configuration. The thin films were patterned accordingly. Tc 
for the thin films were ~ 1 K lower than those obtained for the sintered YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ 
compounds with identical p, possibly due to epitaxial strain. Tc values obtained from 
resistivity and ACS measurements agree quite well, within 1 K, where applicable. 
Representative resistivity data are plotted in Figs. 3. The values of the hole content was 
obtained from the values of S[290K] [19] which is quite insensitive to the crystalline state as 
well as the disorder content. Iso-valent Zn substitution does not alter the hole content in the 
CuO2 plane significantly. The Tc(p, y) values obtained from ACS and resistivity data agree 
quite well, where available, with those found in previous studies [20, 21].    
We have plotted the Tc(p, y = 0) and dTc(p)/dy results for La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 and      
YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ in Figs. 4a and 4b respectively. For direct comparison we have shown 
dTc(p)/dy for  La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 and YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ together in Fig. 5. Figs. 4a and 4b 
show clearly the strongly p-dependent nature of dTc(p)/dy. It is seen that the magnitude of 
dTc(p)/dy, except near p ~ 0.125, decreases systematically with increasing p in the UD to 
optimally doped region (passing through a minimum in the OD near p ~ 0.20 and increases 
slowly again for further overdoping for La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4). Size of this anomaly is 
significantly less pronounced for the YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ compounds. In some recent work we 
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have extracted the PG energy scale from the analysis of the uniform magnetic susceptibility 
data for some of the compounds used in this study, details of which can be found in refs. [22 – 
24]. We show those εg(p) values in Figs. 6 for La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 and YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ. 
The εg(p) values shown here are in excellent agreement with those found by other studies 
using different experimental probes [1]. It is worth noticing that εg(p) appears almost 
featureless at p ~ 0.12 (Fig. 6).  
       
3. Discussion and conclusions 
 
The anomalous decrease of dTc(p)/dy in the vicinity of the 1/8th doping imply that the effect of 
Zn on degrading Tc(p) becomes less effective when stripe ordering is at its strongest. In 
general, the non-magnetic and iso-valent Zn induced rate of suppression of Tc in cuprates can 
be reasonably well-understood within the framework of strong potential (unitary) scattering of 
Cooper pairs with dx2-y2 order parameter. Evidence for such pair-breaking scattering by Zn 
was clearly found from the phase shift analysis of the pioneering STM results obtained by Pan 
et al. [25]. In this unitary scattering formalism, the p-dependent variation of dTc/dy mainly 
arises from the p-dependence of the PG energy scale [26, 27], as the scattering rate is 
inversely proportional to the thermal average of the electronic density of states (EDOS) at the 
Fermi-level. Such a picture can address the observed behavior of the dTc(p)/dy in the UD   
La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 and YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ and slightly OD compounds except around the 
1/8th anomaly. The question that naturally arises, is what happens to the PG energy scale 
(which roughly measures the degree of depletion of the EDOS at Fermi-level) at p ~ 0.125? 
Since εg(p) varies monotonically around this hole concentration, it is reasonable to assume 
that the anomaly in dTc/dy is not directly related to the QP spectral density. The minimum in 
the magnitude of dTc(p)/dy at p ~ 0.19 for La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 follows naturally as the PG 
disappears at this hole content [1, 20, 22, 28, 29]. Such a minimum in dTc(p)/dy at p ~ 0.19 
was also observed in Ca substituted OD Y123 compounds [27].    
On the hand, the slow increment in the magnitude of dTc(p)/dy in the OD side above p 
~ 0.19, is indicative of a fundamental change in the electronic ground state of different origin 
[1, 29] where the 3D [26] Fermi-liquid description becomes more applicable and a tendency 
towards metal-superconducting phase separation starts to grow [30]. It is important to note 
that the above description supports a non-SC origin for the PG. Here PG competes with 
superconductivity, at least in the sense that it takes away QP states which otherwise would 
have been available for the SC condensate (adding to the superfluid density). Also, the fact 
that Zn degrades Tc rapidly but does not affect the PG energy scale [20, 21, 28] lends further 
support for the non-SC origin of the PG.  
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The size of the anomaly observed in dTc(p)/dy near p ~ 0.125 indicates that a different 
mechanism is at play, affecting the pair-breaking. Considering that static stripe order reduces 
Tc and the superfluid density is also suppressed in the vicinity of p ~ 0.12 [31], it is rather 
surprising to find Zn becoming less effective in reducing Tc in samples where 
superconductivity is already weakened. This observation becomes even more counterintuitive 
when one takes into account of the Zn induced pinning of the stripe fluctuations [32 – 34]. 
The pinning or slowing down of spin fluctuations by Zn can be attributed to the enhancement 
of the AFM correlations, carrier localization, or to the increase in the stripe inertia. 
Irrespective of the precise mechanism, as static charge/spin ordering degrades 
superconductivity, Zn substitution should become more effective in reducing Tc near the 1/8th 
doping. Exactly the opposite effect is found experimentally. The possible reasons for this can 
be the followings (i) since spin/charge ordering near p ~ 0.125 is already static or quasi-static 
in the pure compound, Zn substitution plays no significant role in further pinning in this 
region. In this scenario Zn substitution in cuprates with p close to the 1/8th value is “wasted” 
to some extent. This supports the theoretical proposal by Smith et al. [35] which describes 
stripe-pinning as primary mechanism for degradation of Tc due to Zn. (ii) Zn substitution 
destroys the integrity of the static stripe order. For randomly substituted Zn atoms in the Cu 
sites, part of the Zn in the hole-rich regions will lead to carrier localization and the other part 
will replace the antiferromagnetically correlated Cu spins in the hole-poor regions, thereby 
creating spin vacancies. In such situation large number of spin vacancies, a hole from a 
neighboring domain can hop inside the spin ordered region. This process will destroy the 
stripe order itself [36]. Within this proposal Zn becomes less effective in reducing Tc because 
the static stripe order is weakened and consequently superconductivity itself somewhat 
strengthened. The tendency towards stripe formation is stronger in La214 compounds and 
weaker in Y123 [6, 7]. Incommensurate low-energy spin fluctuations are present in Y123 
over a wide range of p [6] but there is no concrete evidence of charge ordering in these 
materials. This offers an explanation for the reduced size of the anomaly in dTc(p)/dy around 
p = 0.125 in YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ.    
As mentioned in previous sections, absence of any noticeable feature in εg(p) near the 
1/8th doping indicates that PG and stripes might be unrelated phenomena. The normal state 
Nernst signal in cuprate superconductors [37] are believed to be arising from fluctuating 
Cooper pairs and a number of papers have linked it to the existence of the PG [37 – 39]. The 
Nernst signal increases significantly in La214 compounds in the vicinity of the 1/8th doing 
[40]. Recent experimental and theoretical studies [41, 42] have linked this enhancement to a 
reconstruction (translational symmetry breaking) of the Fermi surface. For systems with low 
Fermi energy a large Nernst effect can result solely from the appearance of electron or hole 
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pockets [43], and PG and stripe correlations can remain unrelated. It should be mentioned that 
recently Parker et al. [44] have proposed a scenario, based on the STM experiments on 
Bi2212, where the existence of the fluctuating stripes were taken as a consequence of the PG 
rather than the other way around. This interesting proposal calls for further experimental and 
theoretical investigations. 
To conclude, we have investigated the effect of Zn on Tc as a function of in-plane 
hole concentration for two different families of cuprates: single-plane La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 and 
double-plane YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ, over a wide range of compositions. A systematic variation 
in dTc(p)/dy was found for both families except near p ~ 0.125. The anomaly around 1/8th 
doping is lower for the Y123 compounds. The characteristic εg(p) energy scale is featureless 
at this doping and shows no significant difference for La214 and Y123 over the entire 
experimental range of p. We have discussed the possible scenarios for this anomaly in the 
magnitude of dTc(p)/dy close to the 1/8th doping. Contrasting effects of Zn on Tc, εg(p), and 
stripe dynamics indicate that they are probably unrelated phenomena. A similar conclusion 
was drawn by Tallon et al. [45] from their oxygen isotope exponent measurements on various 
hole doped cuprate superconductors. 
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Figure captions 
 
Figure 1 (color online): ACS data for some representative sintered La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 
compounds [14] with (a) x = 0.19, (b) x = 0.09, and (c) x = 0.11 (close to 1/8th anomaly). Zn 
contents (y-values) are shown in the plots. 
 
Figure 2 (color online): Extraction of Tc from the ACS plots (see text for details) for 
La1.81Sr0.19Cu1-yZnyO4 [14] (y-values are shown in the plot). 
 
Figure 3 (color online): In-plane resistivity, ρab(T), for some representative c-axis oriented 
crystalline thin films of YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ with (a) y = 0.00, (b) y = 0.02, (c) y = 0.04, and 
(d) Resistivity data for y = 0.03 sintered compounds. The hole contents (within ± 0.004) are 
given in the plots.  
 
Figure 4 (color online): Tc(y = 0) and dTc/dy versus p for (a) La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 and (b) 
YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ. The thick dotted/dashed lines are drawn as guides to the eyes. 
 
Figure 5 (color online): dTc/dy versus p for La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 and YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ shown 
together. The boxed part encloses the anomaly near the 1/8th doping. 
 
Figure 6 (color online): The characteristic PG energy scales, εg(p), expressed in temperature, 
for   La2-xSrxCu1-yZnyO4 and YBa2(Cu1-yZny)3O7-δ. The filled symbols denote Zn-free 
compounds and the open symbols are for the y = 0.02 La214 compounds. The thick straight 
line shows almost a linear decrease in εg as p increases. The broken lines show parabolic Tc(p) 
relation [46] using maximum Tc values as 39 K and 92 K at optimum doping for La214 and 
Y123, respectively.   
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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